
 
Welcome to Data 55

 

Hello

I hope this latest issue of our newsletter finds you safe and well.

Although final lockdown restrictions came to an end on 19 July, the Covid situation
still appears unpredictable, although life and, importantly, the economy appear to
be returning to some form of normality. 

With the summer upon us, let us hope this continues and that we can all move on
from the last 18 months.

Looking back over the last couple of months we completed our second project for
Bentley Motors at their headquarters in Crewe, working with interior designer
Abigail Grummitt on a new customer lounge. 

Currently, we are on site carrying out our first project for two new clients: Balfe’s
Bikes — for whom we have just completed their first fit-out in Chiswick — and
Gecko Coffee House in Hackney, which opens shortly. We will bring you more
news about both projects in the near future.

The main focus of this extended newsletter is an exceptionally high quality and
highly rewarding project we recently completed for Wakefields, a high-end jeweller
in Horsham. We very much hope you enjoy reading about this.

We would really love to talk to you about your next project and how we could make
a real difference. 

Kind regards

David Round
Director
DATUM CONTRACTS

T: 01992 474700
Contact David by email
Visit Datum’s website

 

Wakefields, Horsham
 

First established in 1911, Wakefields is a fourth-generation, independent family
jewellers that has been at the heart of the retail community in the West Sussex
market town of Horsham for 110 years. 

Their thriving business combines fine gemstones and bespoke jewellery, as well as
an impressive collection of iconic watch brands, such as Rolex and Tudor.

 

 

London-based retail design consultancy, Innovare, was appointed to completely re-
design the existing Wakefields store, which incorporates an expanded Rolex
showroom, a luxurious new bar and multiple viewing rooms for bridal, fine and
bespoke jewellery design. 

The overall design was heavily inspired by the Art Deco period that was incredibly
popular during the time Wakefields first moved into 11 West Street in the 1930s
and features a stunning new Art Deco glazed rooflight.

The quality of finishes and attention to detail is evident throughout with the use of
stained oak, bronze metalwork, reeded and textured glass, Venetian antique
mirrors, Armourcoat polished plaster and leather.

Intricate detailing throughout emphasises the quality of our joiners that crafted the
new bar, display cabinets, the private viewing rooms, doors, balustrading,
consultation furniture, window beds and displays.

 

 

We started work in January and carried out the refurbishment over a four-month
period, whilst the country was largely in lockdown. 

The the result is a spectacular new store that has delighted the owners, Dominic
and Melanie Wakefield, and has been equally well received by their customers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commenting on the delivery of this new store, David Round of Datum said: "We
have carried out a number of successful projects with Innovare but we feel that the
new Wakefields store certainly raises the bar and represents the very best in terms
of high quality shopfitting, joinery and design. 

"Joint owners Dominic and Melanie Wakefield were heavily involved in the decision
making process throughout with a clear vision of how they wanted the store to look
and feel. I think we have played our part in achieving their vision."

Commenting on the stunning new look store, co-owner Dominic Wakefield said:
“We are delighted with the finishes and quality of workmanship that has been
achieved. 

"We have seen a huge uplift in sales and the customer and industry feedback has
been amazing!"

 

Accreditation renewed
 

 

 

Our renewed SafeContractor
accreditation demonstrates that we
meet all the necessary requirements
around health and safety, equal
opportunities, diversity and
environmental management practices.
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